Video advertising has become important content for web advertising, especially in mobile devices. However, most mobile devices prohibit an auto-play function for video sequences on mobile web browsers. As a result, video coding standards such as MPEG4 and H.265 cannot be used for video advertising on mobile devices. Therefore, CSS image sprites that can show successive images are widely used to play video sequences for web advertising on mobile devices. This paper proposes a novel rate control scheme to improve the coding efficiency, based on CSS image sprites composed of successive still images coded using the JPEG standard. The proposed scheme controls data allocation to blocks according to the importance of the image regions during rate-distortion optimization of the JPEG encoding process. Subjective evaluation based on the Subjective Assessment Methodology for Video Quality (SAMVIQ) method using datasets created using DAVIS2017 and CG showed that the proposed scheme can reduce the total size of coded data while preserving the subjective image quality.
Introduction
Recently, mobile devices for consumer such as smart phones have become widely spread in the world. Specifically, about 84.0% of the people in Japan own mobile devices according to a government report in 2018 [1] . Currently, many websites are designed for mobile devices and several kinds of advertisements are embedded in such websites according to the spread of mobile devices. In addition to video streaming sites such as YouTube [2] , web sites of which the primary content is text documents and static images have also come to use video advertisements because movies can contain information that is effective with only short viewing time.
Video advertisements should be automatically triggered when users access websites via web browsers. However, video sequences encoded by video coding standards using inter-frame compression, such as MPEG [3] and H.264 [4] , cannot be auto-played in many embedded web browsers. Hence, video advertisement distributors adopted CSS image sprites to play video advertisements, where video sequences consist of successive still images. Such still images are encoded using the JPEG coding standard to reduce the total data size for the video because of backward compatibility: old devices may not decode still images coded by recent coding standards [5] - [7] .
In this case an inter-frame data compression, that drastically reduces the amount of data but preserves the image quality, cannot be adopted because a video sequence is simply composed of successive still images. As a result, the data size of video advertisements composed of successive still images becomes large and consumes greater bandwidth. This bandwidth increase becomes a significant problem for video advertisement distributors because it increases their payments to network service providers.
To reduce the data size of video advertisements composed of successive still images, this paper proposes a rate control scheme that effectively reduces the size of coded data while retaining their subjective quality. The aim of the proposed scheme is to reduce the allocation of data according to regions that are not subjectively important in video sequences. The proposed scheme controls the bit allocation of still images composing a video sequence encoded by the JPEG standard. This is achieved by using the rate-distortion optimization that occurs in the encoding process according to the subjective importance of image regions; smaller data is allocated to subjectively unimportant regions.
To determine important and unimportant regions in an input image sequence, the following characteristics peculiar to video advertising are used:
• text regions used as captions,
• regions according to objects to be highlighted, • image blur used for emphasizing a subject in a video, and • motion of target regions.
To evaluate the coding performance of the proposed scheme, subjective image quality is measured by several observers.
JPEG Encoding
This section explains the encoding scheme of the JPEG standard.
Overview of the Encoding Flow 2.1. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the encoding process. In the JPEG encoding scheme, input images are first divided into small blocks composed of 8×8 pixels. Next, a frequency domain image is generated by applying the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [8] to divided blocks. Once a frequency domain image is obtained, quantization is applied to reduce the data on high-frequency components that are not perceptible by the human visual system. Finally, entropy coding is applied to compress the obtained DCT coefficients effectively using information theory . Progressive Coding (Fig. 2) 
2.2.
has another option for encoding DCT coefficients: the progressive scan. The progressive scan lines up DCT coefficients from lower to higher frequency components in an input image. The MozJPEG [9] achieved more efficient coding than existing schemes using the progressive scan and novel rate-distortion optimization. 
Rate Control Scheme According To Importance of Target Regions
The proposed scheme reduces the data allocated to a region according to the importance of the region. The minimum size of regions for data reduction is 8×8 pixels, which is determined by the block size of the DCT adopted in the JPEG standard. To reduce the data size appropriately, an additional constraint is applied to the process for rate-distortion optimization [10] , which determines the optimal amount of data allocated to the region considering distortion of the region. The rest of this section describes an overview of the JPEG coding scheme with the proposed rate control and how to determine the importance of regions.
Overview of the JPEG Coding Scheme with the Proposed Rate Control 3.1. Fig. 3 shows an overview of the JPEG coding scheme with the proposed rate control. Here, an input image is divided into rectangular regions with size of 8×8 pixels. After the division, discrete cosine transforms (DCT) are applied to convert the input image into the frequency domain. These operations are performed in the same way as the normal JPEG coding flow. Generally, quantization is applied after DCT to reduce the data size appropriately. The proposed scheme changes the cost value at rate distortion optimization according to the importance of image regions. For this purpose, a mask image representing the importance of image regions is used. After the rate control during quantization, the obtained coefficients are re-ordered in a progressive manner, and after that, entropy coding is applied to generate a coded bitstream.
Rate Control According to the Importance of Image Regions 3.2.
In this paper, the following four kinds of rate-control schemes are proposed: 1) text regions used as captions, 2) regions according to objects to be highlighted, 3) image blur used for emphasizing a subject in a video, and 4) motion of target regions.
Rate control considering text regions used as captions
Video advertisements often include text regions that are used for explanation of target items or captions for silent environment. However, the coding quality of text regions in videos tends to be worse if no special coding and rate control is adopted. To solve this problem, the proposed scheme tries to allocate much more data to text regions than in the normal JPEG coding scheme. The amount of data is controlled by mask images according to each frame of an input image sequence, as explained above.
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Rate control considering the importance of objects
Usually, an advertisement video sequence consists of important objects and insignificant regions such as the background. In this case, the image quality corresponding to important objects should be better than the image quality in other regions. For this purpose, the proposed scheme allocates more data to important objects represented by mask images than to other regions.
Rate control considering image blur
Generally, video sequences do not include image blur to show the details of scenes from near-to-far. However, sometimes, intentional image blur is included to direct the attention of viewers to certain regions; this technique is often used for artistic photographs. In this case, the data allocated to them may be reduced without degradation because the image quality of blurred regions is not good. The proposed scheme reduces the data size allocated to blurred regions to improve the total efficiency of video coding.
Rate control considering image motion
An existing scheme showed effective bit allocation according to the motions of regions in a video sequence. It could reduce the data size without degrading the subjective quality of a video sequence by decreasing the data size for regions where the speed was quite high [11] . These results were obtained considering that the human visual system is more sensitive to slower motions than high speed ones. The proposed scheme reduces the data allocated to regions in which the speed is quite high in the same way as in the previous scheme. The motion of target regions is evaluated by the different locations of objects in two successive frames.
Evaluation
To validate the proposed rate control scheme, a subjective quality based on the SAMVIQ method [14] of image sequences was evaluated using two different display sizes. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [12] and the file size were measured, but the widely used structural similarity (SSIM) [13] display was not adopted in this evaluation.
Subjective Evaluation 4.1.
For this paper, the proposed scheme was evaluated using subjective image quality in addition to PSNR and SSIM; the SAMVIQ method [14] was adopted for subjective evaluation. The SAMVIQ method allows observers to freely access and watch several videos using an application for evaluation. Therefore, it is expected to provide stable results for quality comparison. Observers could change video sequences to be evaluated by pushing the numerical buttons below the displayed image. Observers rated the subjective quality of the video sequences and changed them as they preferred. The image quality was rated using a slide bar on the left side. Here, 50 meant the same quality and lower and higher values corresponded to worse and better quality, respectively. The lower and upper limits were 0 and 100, respectively.
As observers for subjective evaluation, 14 people aged between 20 and 27 years attended the experiment. The subjective experiments were conducted using a MacBook Pro 13, with a 13 in display, and an iPhone 8 Plus to investigate the effect of the proposed scheme on mobile devices.
Evaluation Results
4.2.
This subsection shows results of subjective evaluation using the SAMVIQ method.
Rate control considering text regions used as captions
To validate the rate control scheme for text regions, several video sequences with text regions were generated using the DAVIS2017 dataset. The left image of Fig. 4 shows an example of the dataset with text Fig. 4 ) was provided for rate control. Fig. 4 . An example image and a mask image with text regions used as captions. Table 1 shows the image quality in the experiment; higher values correspond to better quality. In this evaluation, overall quality of images was changed, in addition to the rate-control, during rate-distortion optimization. Fig. 5 shows the subjective evaluation results. These results confirmed that image degradation by reduction of the data size was lower on the laptop PC than on the mobile device. If the overall quality factor was smaller, the difference in the subjective image quality was greater. In this case, Setting D showed good results; the file size was reduced but the image quality was still good. 
Rate control considering the importance of objects
For this experiment, mask images (right side in Fig. 6 ) were used to control the data allocation by the proposed scheme; more data for important objects and less data for other regions. Image quality was changed in the same way as the rate control considering text regions. Fig. 7 shows the results of subjective evaluation. By these results, it was confirmed that image degradation by reduction of the data size became clearer on the laptop PC than on the mobile device. In addition, the subjective quality of the image sequences with more data for important objects became better than image sequences with a moderate bitrate for all regions. These results show that image quality of important objects is significant for subjective evaluation. 
Rate control considering image blur
For this evaluation, image sequences with out of focus blur were generated by computer graphics using the Unreal Engine 4 [15] (Fig. 8) . The aim of the proposed scheme was to reduce the data amount allocated to blurred regions. The image quality was changed in the same way as the rate control considering text regions. Fig. 9 shows the results of subjective evaluation. These results show that the subjective quality was good
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when the overall image quality was high. On the other hand, the subjective quality became much worse if the overall image quality was lower. In addition, the subjective quality of Setting C was better than of Setting B, even though the file size of C was smaller than B. As a result, rate control considering image blur did not work very well. Fig. 8 . Examples of the dataset used for evaluation of rate control considering image blur. Fig. 9 . Results of subjective evaluation for rate control considering image blur.
Rate control considering image motion
For this evaluation, the same image sequences with object masks from the DAVIS2017 dataset that were used for evaluation of rate control considering the text regions were used. However, different data allocation was applied during the encoding process; lower bitrates were used for regions with faster motions and higher bitrates were used for regions with slower motions according to Table 1 . Fig. 10 shows the results of subjective evaluation. By these results, Setting B could reduce the file size without subjective degradation of image quality. Setting D could reduce the file size drastically, but the
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subjective quality also became worse. However, the image quality using Setting D was not as bad on the mobile device. Fig. 10 . Results of subjective evaluation for rate control considering image blur.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel rate control scheme was proposed that is compatible with a legacy JPEG decoder required for video advertisement on mobile devices. The proposed scheme controlled the amount of data allocated to blocks composed of 8×8 pixels according to the importance of regions during the rate-distortion optimization process of JPEG encoding. Four types of schemes were proposed in this paper; rate control was performed considering text regions, important objects, image blur, and image motion.
To validate the proposed scheme, subjective evaluation based on the SAMVIQ method was performed. Evaluation of rate control considering text regions, important objects, and image motion was done using the DAVIS2017-based dataset. The CG-based dataset created using Unreal Engine 4 was used for rate control considering image blur. The experimental results showed that the proposed scheme worked well in many cases; however, rate control considering image blur worked in only limited conditions. In particular, the proposed schemes reduced file size without degradation of the subjective image quality on a mobile device. In the future, the authors will try to adopt several optimization schemes [16, 17] to the proposed scheme.
